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Abstract.1

Background: In radiation therapy, the principal dosimetric quantity ofinterest is the absorbed2

dose to water. Therefore, a dose conversion to dose to water is required for dose deposited by3

ion beams in other media. This is in particular necessary fordose measurements in plastic4

phantoms for increased positioning accuracy, graphite calorimetry being developed as a5

primary standard for dose to water dosimetry, but also for the comparison of dose6

distributions from Monte Carlo simulations with those of pencil beam algorithms.7

Material and Methods: In the conversion of absorbed dose to phantom material to absorbed8

dose to water the water-to-material stopping power ratios (STPR) and the fluence correction9

factors (FCF) for the full charged particle spectra are needed. We determined STPR as well10

as FCF for water to graphite, bone (compact), and PMMA as a function of water equivalent11

depth,zw, with the Monte Carlo code SHIELD-HIT10A. Simulations considering all12

secondary ions were performed for primary protons as well ascarbon, nitrogen and oxygen13

ions with a total range of 3, 14.5, and 27 cm as well as for two spread-out Bragg-peaks14

(SOBP). STPR as a function of depth are also compared to a recently proposed analytical15

formula.16

Results: The STPR are of the order of 1.022, 1.070, and 1.112 for PMMA, bone, and17

graphite, respectively. STPR vary only little with depth except close to the total range of the18

ion and they can be accurately approximated with an analytical formula. The amplitude of the19

FCF depends on the non-elastic nuclear interactions and it is unity if these interactions are20

turned off in the simulation. Fluence corrections are of theorder of a percent becoming more21

pronounced for larger depths resulting in dose difference of the order of 5% around 25 cm.22

The same order of magnitude is observed for SOBP.23

Conclusions: We conclude that for ions with small total range (zw−eq ≤ 3 cm) dosimetry24

without applying FCF could in principle be performed in phantoms of materials other than25

water without a significant loss of accuracy. However, in clinical high-energy ion beams with26

penetration depthszw−eq > 15 cm, where accurate positioning in water is not an issue,27

absorbed dose measurements should be directly performed inwater or accurate values of FCF28

need to be established.29
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1. Introduction30

Various applications require the conversion of dose to medium to dose to water in proton and31

carbon ion therapy. Since the quantity of interest for dose specification in radiotherapy is32

water, the quantity measured using non-water calorimeters(dose to the calorimeter medium)33

needs to be converted into dose to water. The potential for absolute dosimetry using graphite34

calorimeters has been demonstrated for protons [1] and carbon ions [2] and the National35

Physical Laboratory (NPL) is at present developing a primary standard level graphite36

calorimeter for proton and carbon ion beams. Also with the use of ionization chambers for37

reference dosimetry, such a dose conversion may be necessary for example when38

measurements have to be performed in plastic phantoms for reducing the positioning39

uncertainty. A need for dose conversion may also occur when dose plans obtained with40

Monte Carlo simulations [3], usually in terms of dose to tissue, should be directly compared41

to the dose distributions by pencil beam dose calculation algorithms, which usually calculate42

dose to water [4].43

The conversion of dose to a medium to dose to water is predominantly governed by the44

medium over water stopping power ratio (STPR) which needs to be accurately known. In45

addition, if charged particle fluence distributions at equivalent depths in the medium and in46

water are not equal, a correction for this difference in fluence needs to be applied. For47

graphite calorimetry in low-energy protons, fluence correction factors (FCF) have been48

evaluated by experiment and Monte Carlo simulations [5] withthe conclusion that FCF for a49

60 MeV proton beam can be taken as unity with an uncertainty of0.3%. For ionization50

chamber measurements in clinical proton beams, FCF for PMMA were obtained by51

experiment and Monte Carlo simulations [6]. A result of this study was the observation that52

fluence corrections are negligible for low-energy beams butcan amount to several percent53

for high-energy proton beams. The water equivalence of various tissues for clinical cases has54

been investigated considering, e.g., the influence on the ion ranges [4,7]. The results indicate55
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that fluence corrections of several percents could be required also for the application of56

comparing dose distributions obtained from Monte Carlo calculations and pencil beam57

algorithms. It was concluded in [4] that for proton beams stopping in bony anatomy, the58

predicted beam range can differ by 2-3 mm when comparing doseto tissue and dose to water.59

For ions heavier than protons, the uncertainties of STPR aredeemed to be larger than60

for protons and they were studied in a clinical context only for the specific case of61

water-to-air [8]. On the other hand, the influence of differences in fluence between media62

and water on the dose conversion, that is FCF, has not at all been investigated before.63

In this paper, STPR and FCF with reference to water are calculated for graphite,64

PMMA and bone in proton, carbon ion, nitrogen ion, and oxygenion beams using the Monte65

Carlo code SHIELD-HIT.66

2. Materials and Methods67

The quantity of interest in medical application is usually dose to water in water at a certain68

depth,zw, that isDw(zw). The water-equivalent depth,zw−eq, for a particular depth in a69

different material,zm, can be calculated using the ratio of the ion ranges in water and70

material,r0,w andr0,m, respectively, as:71

zw−eq = zm
r0,w
r0,m

. (1)72

The ranges of monoenergetic ions can be analytically approximated by the continuous73

slowing-down approximation (csda) while for spread-out Bragg-peaks (SOBP) the ranges74

were estimated as depths distal to the SOBP where the dose drops to 50% of the maximum.75

2.1. Dose to material and dose to water76

Monte Carlo simulations allow for the most direct determination of the conversion factor for77

dose in material to dose in water. The ratio of dose to waterDw(zw−eq) in the water phantom78

and dose to materialDm(zm) in a phantom of a material of interest can be derived from the79
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charged particle fluencesΦw,i(E, zw−eq) andΦm,i(E, zm) differential in energyE, for all80

charged particle typesi, in both phantom materials:81

Dw(zw−eq)

Dm(zm)
=

∑

i

∫ Emax,i

0
Φw,i(E, zw−eq)

(

Si(E)
ρ

)

w
dE

∑

i

∫ Emax,i

0
Φm,i(E, zm)

(

Si(E)
ρ

)

m
dE

, (2)82

whereSi(E)
ρ

are the electron collision stopping powers for particle type i andρ is the density83

of the material. Equation (2) is exact when all charged particles are considered (i.e. also84

those produced by neutron interactions) and the fluence distributions are obtained by85

tracking all charged particles down to zero kinetic energy.86

Alternatively, Monte Carlo simulations can provide corrections to the simplified87

assumption that the charged particle fluence distributionsat equivalent depths in both88

phantom materials are equal, i.e.ΦE,w,i = ΦE,m,i for all energiesE and all charged particle89

typesi. If this assumption is fulfilled,Dm(zm) andDw(zw−eq) were simply related as90

Dw(zw−eq) = Dm(zm)Sw/m(Φm[zm]) (3)91

by the water-to-air mass electron collision STPR,92

Sw/m(Φm[zm]) =

∑

i

∫ Emax,i

0
Φm,i(E, zm)

(

Si(E)
ρ

)

w
dE

∑

i

∫ Emax,i

0
Φm,i(E, zm)

(

Si(E)
ρ

)

m
dE

, (4)93

for the total charged particle fluence distributionΦm in the material. Recently, an analytical94

expression for STPR was proposed [8],95

S̃w/m(z) =

〈

Z
A

〉

w
〈

Z
A

〉

m

ln[E0/Iw] + 1/k ln [1− z/r0] + 7.6863

ln[E0/Im] + 1/k ln [1− z/r0] + 7.6863
, (5)96

for arbitrary material combinations and primary ions. Here, E0 is the initial energy of the97

ions in MeV/u,Iw andIm are the mean excitation energies in eV of water and a given98

medium, respectively.
〈

Z
A

〉

is the average ratio of the atomic numberZ and relative atomic99

massA of all atoms in the target medium weighted according to theirfraction by weight and100

k is a dimensionless factor which is here set tok = 1.7 in accordance with [8].101
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However, in general the fluence distributions are not equal in both phantoms and a FCF102

needs to be introduced. Following a previous study [6], doseto water in water and dose to103

medium in the given medium at equivalent depths are related as:104

Dw(zw−eq) = Dm(zm)Sw/m(Φm[zm]) kfl (Φw[zw−eq],Φm[zm]) (6)105

with the FCF,106

kfl (Φw,Φm) =

∑

i

∫ Emax,i

0
Φw,i(E, zw−eq)

(

Si(E)
ρ

)

w
dE

∑

i

∫ Emax,i

0
Φm,i(E, zm)

(

Si(E)
ρ

)

w
dE

(7)107

as defined in [5]. The factorkfl could be interpreted as the conversion of dose to water in the108

material phantom, to dose to water at an equivalent depth in the water phantom.109

2.2. SHIELD-HIT110

The presented results are obtained with Monte Carlo transport code simulations using111

SHILED-HIT [9,10]. The most recent version SHIELD-HIT10A [11,12] with an improved112

description of nuclear interactions [13] was used to simulate between4× 106 and4× 107113

primary ions in order to obtain sufficient statistics. The initial energies were adjusted to114

obtain for all ions the same three total water equivalent ranges 30 mm, 145 mm, and 275 mm115

in cylindrical phantoms of 400 mm diameter and 300 mm length.Nuclear fragments116

resulting from non-elastic nuclear reactions were simulated down to 25 keV. Water stopping117

powers, calculated with a Bethe-Bloch formula as in the stopping power computer library118

libdEdx [14], were based on the errata to ICRU Report 73 [15] with a mean excitation energy119

I = 78 eV, while the stopping powers, material compositions, and densities for the other120

materials were based on the ICRU Report 49 [16] with theI-values 74 eV, 78 eV, and121

91.9 eV for polymethyl methacralate (PMMA), graphite, and bone (compact, ICRU),122

respectively. The ion transport included Vavilov-Landau energy straggling and Molière123

multiple scattering. Note, SHIELD-HIT does not consider secondary electrons in detail and124

they are therefore not part of the full particle spectrum in this study.125
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The concept of virtual scoring, introduced in SHIELD-HIT10A, allows for a parallel126

detector geometry avoiding the dependence on artificial physical geometries and region127

boundaries. Furthermore, STPR and FCF are determinedon-line, that is, during the transport128

of the particles reducing the influence on the result due to a spectral resolution limited by a129

finite number of energy intervals and post processing. A cylindrical detector geometry was130

used with a diameter of 200 mm and a water equivalent length of300 mm divided into 0.1131

mm thick slabs.132

In this study, we also present calculations from two single field carbon ion SOBP being133

3-dimensional dose cubes with equal side lengths. The way how SOBP are handled by134

SHIELD-HIT10A is described in [8,12]. Here, the dose optimization was realized with the135

treatment planning software for particles TRiP [17] requesting one SOBP with flat physical136

and one with flat biological equivalent dose. The raster-scan file produced by TRiP describes137

the needed amount of particles for each raster point and for each energy slice. This file138

provides the necessary input for SHIELD-HIT to generate theradiation field for the SOBP at139

the surface of the phantom which is then transported in the SHIELD-HIT simulation through140

the phantom. A ripple filter implementation based on the design described in [18] is141

available in SHIELD-HIT10A [12] in order to smooth the SOBP.142

3. Results143

In Fig. 1 STPR for water to the materials graphite, PMMA, and bone for 270 MeV/u carbon144

ions are presented. The SHIELD-HIT10A simulations are compared to the analytical145

expression in Eq. (5) proposed in [8]. The sameI-values which were used in the146

SHIELD-HIT10A simulation were also used for the analyticalexpression for STPR. For all147

three materialsSw/m(zw−eq) can be reproduced by the analytical expression and practically148

no difference can be observed proximal to the Bragg-peak on the scale displayed in Fig. 1.149

For example, for PMMA the relative difference between simulation and formula varies from150
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0.01% atzw−eq ≅ 0 down to 0.005% atzw−eq = 14 cm.151

A depth-dose distribution of a SOBP for carbon ions in water calculated with152

SHIELD-HIT10A is shown in Fig. 2(a). The fluence of the primary ions at the surface of the153

phantom was taken from dose optimization for a flat physical dose performed with TRiP as154

described in Sec. 2.2. Also shown are the dose to water in medium curvesDw(zw−eq) for the155

same initial fluence distribution at the surface of graphite, PMMA, and bone phantoms. The156

dose to water in medium distributions were obtained with Eq.(3), i.e. without FCF, using157

only the water-to-medium STPR atzw−eq for this SOBP. These STPR are also shown in Fig.158

2(b). Significant differences can be observed between the depth-dose distributions in the159

three materials and water which become more pronounced towards the distal end of the160

SOBP. Differences of 0 - 5% show up in the distal 20% of the SOBP region, i.e. 14 cm161

≤ zw−eq < 15 cm, for both graphite and bone.162

Figure 3(a) shows the physical depth-dose distribution of aSOBP for carbon ions163

simulated with SHIELD-HIT10A which was obtained with an initial fluence at the phantom164

surface optimized with TRiP to provide a flat biological dose equivalent using the local effect165

model [19]. The dose to medium in medium in the graphite, PMMA, and bone phantoms is166

again converted to dose to water in medium using only the water-to-medium STPR atzw−eq167

for this SOBP shown in Fig. 3(b) The deviations of dose to wateramong the four materials168

water, graphite, PMMA, and bone vary with depth between 0 and5%. However, no clear169

trend with depth or for a specific medium can be found for the biologically optimized SOBP.170

In contrast, all considered STPR show a clear and uniform behavior with depth. No171

pronounced differences can be observed between the STPR forthe biologically and172

physically optimized SOBP in Figs. 3(b) and Fig. 2(b), respectively, on the displayed scale.173

Though, the peaks of the STPR occurring around the distal endof the SOBP appear to be174

narrower and more pronounced in the case of the physically optimized SOBP.175

FCF in graphite for monoenergetic protons, carbon ions, nitrogen ions and oxygen ions176
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are presented in Figs. 4(a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. The FCF were obtained according177

to Eq. (7) simulating full fluence distributions in water andin graphite. For small depth,178

0 . zw−eq the FCF is always close to 1 and at the distal end of the Bragg-peak the FCF falls179

off steeply. The corrections due to the differences of the fluences vary with depth and are of180

the order of percent with about 5% at the maximal range for thehighest energies considered181

here. While there are qualitative trends among curves for thesame ion species, no general182

trend can be observed which is shared by all ions.183

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show FCF in PMMA for monoenergetic protons and carbon ions.184

For PMMA FCF are very close to 1 and even for larger depthzw−eq ≤ 25 cm the fluence185

corrections are below 1%. Within the first cm the correctionsfor protons are below 0.3% for186

initial energies below 150 MeV/u and can be completely neglected for carbon ions even at187

the highest energy of 400 MeV/u. Only in the vicinity of the Bragg-peak the fluence188

corrections become as large as 3% and 7% for protons and carbon ions, respectively.189

FCF in bone for monoenergetic protons and carbon ions are presented in Figs. 6(a) and190

6(b). The corrections for protons in bone are throughout small and below 1% except for in191

the vicinity of the Bragg-peak. In general, the results for carbon ions on bone resemble to a192

certain extent those for carbon ions on graphite in Fig. 4(b). For carbon ions the bone FCF193

curves decrease nearly linearly with depths, all having thesame slope. Therefore, the fluence194

corrections are small close to the phantom surface but for large depths the FCF considerably195

deviate from unity, e.g. 5% at 25 cm. As a result, the corrections to dose to water are not196

much larger than 0.5% when a monoenergetic proton or carbon ion passes a bony structure197

with a thickness of up to 2 cm highlighted by the insets in Fig.6.198

Figure 7(a) shows the FCF for graphite for carbon ions obtained with Eq. (7) when199

non-elastic nuclear interactions are switched off in the SHIELD-HIT simulation. Under these200

conditions practically no effect can be observed up to about95% of the total range for all201

energies. In order to estimate the influence of the primary ions on the total fluence202
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corrections compared to the influence of the secondary particles, Fig. 7(b) shows the fluence203

corrections in graphite exclusively for the primary carbonions. The presented curves204

decrease linearly up to 75% of the total range. Compared to thecorrect FCF in Fig. 4(b),205

obtained as a sum over all particle typesi, the partial fluence corrections only for the primary206

ions are more pronounced.207

4. Discussion208

The comparison of dose to water distributions in medium, obtained with Eq. (3), to dose to209

water in water for the SOBP in Figs. 2 and 3 shows that STPR aloneare not sufficient to210

convert dose to medium in medium to dose to water in water. In addition, FCF are needed to211

convert dose to water in medium to dose to water in water. Comparing the physically and212

biologically optimized SOBP it can be observed that the relative deviations among the four213

dose to water curves are different for both SOBP. The deviations for both SOBP also vary214

differently with depth suggesting a non-trivial dependence of the FCF on the fluence spectra.215

Accordingly, a more systematic study especially of FCF for monoenergetic ion beams should216

be performed here in order to explain these differences.217

4.1. Fluence correction factors218

The results presented in Sec. 3 show that FCF primarily dependon the non-elastic nuclear219

cross sections which lead to a different fluence spectrum in the material than in water. If the220

non-elastic cross sections are turned off in the simulationthe correction becomes basically221

zero as demonstrated in Fig. 7(a). The performed simulations show that FCF depend on the222

type and energy of the primary ions. But there is also a pronounced dependence of FCF on223

the detailed spectrum of all secondary particles. It is not possible to approximate or even224

reproduce the FCF for carbon ions on graphite in Fig. 4(b) withthe corrections only for the225

fluence of the primary ions presented in Fig. 7(b). There is a subtle dependence on the full226
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particle spectrum in material compared to that in water which may also lead to cancellation227

of corrections originating from different particle types.This dependence on the spectra228

prevents from a simple analytical scaling of FCF with depth and energy for arbitrary primary229

ions and target materials which, in contrast, was possible to propose for STPR [8].230

Consequently, more sophisticate techniques such as Monte Carlo simulations are required.231

A linear trend with depth was earlier found for protons in [6]when using non-elastic232

cross sections from Janni [20]. However, when cross sections from ICRU 63 [21] were used233

the FCF were not linear with depth, similar to what is observedin the present study. Here, a234

number of FCF curves show a linear trend in an intermediate range starting at a depth of a235

couple of cm up to a depth of some cm before the Bragg-peak. In the vicinity of the236

Bragg-peak, however, it is difficult to obtain accurate correction values for a monoenergetic237

ion beam due to the high sensitivity of the results on the range scaling which was also238

discussed for proton beams in [5].239

The fluence correction is in general very close to zero at the surface, as one can expect,240

since there the fluences in the material and water should hardly differ. However, it seems that241

it is still always smaller than zero where the deviations of FCF from unity are most242

pronounced for protons and are larger than 0.5% in the case ofgraphite. A deviation from243

unity was also observed for protons in Refs. [5–7]. There, it was explained to be caused by244

an incorrect conversion of contributions to the dose by secondary particles from nuclear245

interactions. Instead of scaling the total dose in materialwith the water-to-material STPR as246

in Eq. (7) it might be more appropriate to only scale the contribution due to electron and247

elastic nuclear interactions with STPR and the contribution from non-elastic nuclear248

interactions with the total nuclear cross sections per nucleon. However, this procedure might249

be impractical if one cannot distinguish the two different contributions to the dose and at the250

same time it seems to be less important for ions heavier than protons. This might be caused251

by the fact that the stopping power for ions with chargeZp approximately scales withZ2
p and252
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therefore, the relative contribution from non-elastic interactions to the total dose to material253

may decrease for ions with largerZp.254

A significant decrease of FCF can be observed if the target material consists to a255

substantial amount of the same nuclei as the primary ions. Examples can be found in Figs.256

4(b), 7(b), and 6(b) for carbon ions on graphite (with and without contributions of secondary257

particles) and carbon ions on bone, respectively, where thefraction by weight of carbon in258

bone is about 27.8% [16]. This effect on FCF is inverted for oxygen ions on graphite in Fig.259

4(d) because there the water target consists of about 88.8% of oxygen by weight [16]. This260

effect can be observed most pronounced in the case that only the fluence of the primary261

particles is considered, i.e. no interference from other particle types occurs. Then it is clear,262

considering the definition of FCF for this case, that the fluence of the primary particles263

decreases slower in the target which consists of the same nuclei as the primary ions. The264

reduction of the non-elastic nuclear cross sections in thissituation may be caused by265

Pauli-blocking [22] or a resonance effect in the non-elastic nuclear cross sections. Following266

this argument no pronounced increase or decrease would be expected for FCF for other ions267

such as nitrogen on graphite since there is no fraction of nitrogen in water nor in graphite.268

The fluence corrections for nitrogen ions on graphite shown in Fig. 4(c) are indeed small.269

Therefore, they are consistent with the discussed suppression of nuclear fragmentation. The270

observed effect is definitely of interest and a more detailedstudy would be helpful to fully271

resolve its origin. Furthermore, it might be worth studyingFCF for neutral primary particles272

such as neutrons and their possible relevance for studies onneutron dosimetry such273

as [23,24].274

4.2. Stopping power ratios275

STPR are important for converting dose to material to dose towater in material due to their276

order of magnitude which can lead to a difference between thetwo doses being larger than277
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10% such as for water-to-graphite STPR which can be much larger than due to FCF. On the278

other hand, the relative variation of STPR with depth is small compared to FCF. In the279

clinical context, STPR practically do not depend on the initial energy and primary ion, when280

they are considered as a function of residual range as was shown in Refs. [8,14] for pristine281

and SOBP. Obviously, they are directly dependent on the electron collision stopping power282

and their accuracy is therefore dependent on the uncertainty of the used stopping-power data,283

which can be of the order of 1-2%, discussed in a recent detailed study for water-to-air284

STPR [8]. On the other hand, the considered STPR are nearly independent of the non-elastic285

nuclear cross sections, also observed earlier for other STPR [8,25], which is exactly in286

opposition to what has been observed here for FCF. Thus, details of the full fluence spectrum287

obtained with SHIELD-HIT are of minor importance for STPR. The simple analytical288

expression given in Eq. (5), proposed in a study on water-to-air STPR [8], is sufficient to289

reproduce the Monte Carlo simulations as clearly demonstrated in Fig. 1 for carbon ions290

within 0.01%. As a result, STPR for arbitrary combinations of materials as well as primary291

ions can conveniently be obtained as a function of depth withthe analytical expression in Eq.292

5. This may also include other STPR relevant for standard dosimetry with air-filled or293

graphite detectors and phantom materials such as PMMA and polystyrene. Note, no detailed294

description of the contribution to STPR from secondary electrons generated along the295

particle tracks is possible with SHIELD-HIT. For the lightest primary ions, protons, with296

Zp = 1 an increase of only up to 0.6% of the STPR due to secondary electrons was reported297

in [25]. For ions with higher charges the influence of the electrons on the STPR can be298

expected to become smaller since the stopping power scales approximately with the square299

of the particle charge. It would be helpful if this qualitative estimate is verified and300

quantified in a further study.301
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4.3. Dosimetry with non-water phantoms302

So far, non-water phantoms, such as plastic or graphite phantoms, are not recommended by303

most dosimetry protocols, neither for reference nor for relative dosimetry. The reason for this304

are the required water to medium fluence correction factors which were not available for305

ions. Therefore, the results of the present work contributein this matter making the use of306

non-water phantoms in principle possible for particle beams. Currently, it is intended to307

include proton and ion dosimetry with non-water phantoms insome future protocols.308

For all studied ions and materials with a small total range (zw−eq ≤ 3 cm) dosimetry309

without applying fluence corrections factors could in principle be performed in phantoms of310

materials other than water without a dramatic loss of accuracy. But in particular PMMA311

targets can be considered as a good candidate for dose to water measurements for ions at312

small depths, where accurate positioning in water may be a serious issue. For PMMA under313

these conditions, fluence correction factors and stopping power ratios are close to unity for314

all initial energies for protons as well as for heavier ions.On the other hand, in clinical315

high-energy ion beams with penetration depthszw−eq > 15 cm, where accurate positioning is316

not an issue, substantial correction factors would be needed and under these conditions it is317

advisable to perform measurements of absorbed dose directly in water. Otherwise accurate318

values of the fluence correction factors need to be established.319

In summary, the Monte Carlo transport code SHIELD-HIT10A hasbeen used to320

simulate fluence corrections factors and stopping power ratios necessary to convert absorbed321

dose to material in absorbed dose to water for a number of different combinations of ions and322

targets. Stopping power ratios depend primarily on electromagnetic interactions and323

therefore on the used stopping power data. They can be reproduced with an analytical324

formula with high precision. Fluence correction factors depend on the other hand on325

non-elastic nuclear interactions and become usually more pronounced with increasing depth.326

In general, we may conclude that dosimetry with non-water phantoms could be performed327
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under certain conditions. However, one has to be more cautious for heavier ions when328

relating dose to material to dose to water than it has earlierbeen advised for protons since the329

fluence corrections depend on the specific non-elastic nuclear cross sections of the ions and330

targets and the full particle spectrum has to be considered.Here, experimental data also for331

ions heavier than protons would clearly contribute to an improved understanding.332
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Figure 1. Water-to-material stopping power ratios for the materialsgraphite, PMMA, and

bone for 270 MeV/u carbon ions. Results obtained with SHIELD-HIT10A are compared to

stopping power ratios calculated with the analytical expression in Eq. (5). The analytical

results are shown as a thin solid line with×.
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Figure 2. Detail of a carbon ion spread-out Bragg-peak optimized for aflat physical dose

distribution in water with TRiP [17]. See the text for explanation. (a) SHIELD-HIT10A

simulated depth-dose distributions in water, graphite, PMMA, and bone. The dose in the

materials graphite, PMMA, and bone are converted to a dose towater with Eq. (3), i.e. without

fluence correction factor. The inset shows the peak region enlarged. (b) Stopping power ratios

for water to the materials graphite, PMMA, and bone.
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Figure 3. Like Fig. 2 but for a carbon ion spread-out Bragg-peak optimized for a flatbiological

dose equivalent distribution in water.
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Figure 4. Fluence correction factor for graphite as a function of water equivalent depth

obtained with Eq. (7) for different primary ions. (a) Protons, (b) carbon ions, (c) nitrogen
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Figure 5. Like Fig. 4 but for PMMA. The inset shows the first cm on an enlarged scale. (a)

Protons, (b) carbon ions.
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Figure 6. Like Fig. 4 but for bone. The inset shows the first two cm on an enlarged scale. (a)

Protons, (b) carbon ions.
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Figure 7. Fluence correction factor for graphite as a function of water equivalent depth for

carbon ions obtained with Eq. (7). (a) Non-elastic nuclear interactions are not accounted for.

(b) It is only accounting for the fluence of the primary ions, i.e. no sum over particle typesi.

See the text for explanation.


